Products Compatible with Biodiesel

The following is a list of Morrison Bros. Co. products that are compatible for use with biodiesel blend fuels up to, and including, the B100 (unless specifically noted).

Model 076DI and 078DI Expansion Relief Valve
Model 128DIS Frost Proof Drain Valve
Model 184 Double Tap Bushings
Model 244 Series Emergency Vents
Model 246ADI and 246DRF Series Swing Check Valves
Model 272DI and 272HDI Series Internal Emergency Valves
Model 305C Series Caps
Model 323 Vapor Recovery Adaptor with Viton
Model 323C Series Vapor Recovery Caps
Model 346DI and 346FDI Series External Emergency Valves
Model 346SS and 346FSS Series External Emergency Valves
Model 351S Flame Arrester
Model 354 Series Updraft Vents
Model 419A Series Anodized Drop Tubes
Model 515/516/517/518 Series Spill Containers
Model 539TO and 539TC Series Anodized Drop Tubes
Model 548 Series Pressure Vacuum Vents
Model 691BSS Series Ball Valves
Model 710SS Series Solenoid Valves (3” Must be all Teflon version)
Model 748 Series Pressure Vacuum Vents
Model 749 Series Pressure Vacuum Vents
Model 818 Series Clock Gauges
Model 912 Anti-Syphon Valve
Model 918 Series Clock Gauge with Alarm
Model 918TCP Overfill Alarm
Model 922 Combination Vent/Overfill Alarm
Model 927 Dry Disconnect Adaptor
Model 958 In-Line Check Valve
Model 9095A-AV Overfill Prevention Valve
Model 9095S Overfill Prevention Valve (except B100 concentration)
Model 9095SS Overfill Prevention Valve

Yours truly,

Charlie Glab
President